Convenient and Accurate
Shipping Solution

Simplified Shipping
Ship packages using your preferred carrier with confidence
Bedal makes shipping convenient and ensures your hardworking warehouse team get the measure
of your shipping packages right, every time. Through Bedal, your take away the risk of any
subsequent carrier charges.

Integrated Technology
Integrates with your preferred
Point of Sale (POS) or Warehouse
Management Software (WMS)
Bedal is built to integrate and take
away the risk of expensive
implementation. Our convenient
utility tool - Bedal Connect ensures
the technology is adaptable to your
circumstances.









3PL Warehouses
National Posts
Private Carriers
Carrier Franchisee
Click & Collect Shops
eBay resellers
Small & Medium Businesses

Modular Capability
Product modularity gives our
clients the flexibility to automate
gradually.
Bedal is customizable and highly
modular. Depending on your current
needs, Bedal can be tailored and
upgraded on site to suit most
environments.

Bedal 3S Plus
Self-service convenience
Bedal helps your business beat
the queues through its selfservice
functionality.
An
integrated tablet and label
printer allow customers to
measure their packages, select
their preferred carrier and print
a compliant label.

“We selected Bedal because of its capability to integrate with our existing system. Bedal
helped us by increasing the accuracy of our product dimensions, order size calculation
and parcel size calculation. We were also able to implement a standard box size logic in
order to standardize packing globally. Getting the dimensions right at the warehouse
level enables us to negotiate better shipping rates with a range of carriers and most
importantly we save a lot of man hours by eliminating manual measurement checks.”
“Our finance teams would benefit because they no longer need to reconcile carrier
statements. The data captured from Bedal would help our pricing team take crucial
decisions when it comes to setting the right pricing models, without the risk of losing on
freight costs.”

Susie Stier, Logistics Manager,
HobbyKing, Hong Kong.
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